CONSTRUCTION ROUTE TO AIRPORT FROM WEAN HALL VISITOR PARKING SPOT

Head out of CMU going back up Roberts Drive, between Roberts Hall and Hamersclag Hall, to the corner of Roberts Drive and Frew Street (by Scaife Hall, the building with the beige, trimmed in brown, sloped roof).

RIGHT onto Frew Street to stop sign at Schenley Drive.

LEFT onto Schenley Drive to Boulevard of the Allies. (Follow Schenley Drive past Phipps Conservatory; curve to the right at the right-turn-keep-moving stop sign; go over the Panther Hollow Bridge; stay to the right, go past the first road on the right leading to the playground and veer to the right at the Y in the road towards the blue and magenta sign pointing right for Boulevard of the Allies/Downtown.

RIGHT onto Boulevard of the Allies to the Liberty Bridge (exit will be on the left - just under 2.5 miles). You will be following the signs for 279 / 195 / 51N.

LEFT towards the Liberty Bridge/Tunnel and 279 detour signs.

RIGHT onto 51N, following detour signs for 279. This right-hand turn is as soon as you exit the tunnel. (**PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT NOTE BELOW**)

Follow the rest of the detour signs to the airport.

** VERY IMPORTANT NOTE **

**WHENEVER YOU SEE 2 GREEN ARROWS GOING ACROSS LIBERTY BRIDGE (usually between 2pm and 7pm, and sometimes between 3pm and 6pm)** be sure you are in the right land going over the bridge so you can exit to 51N as soon as you exit the tunnel.

**WHENEVER YOU SEE 3 GREEN ARROWS GOING ACROSS LIBERTY BRIDGE (usually between 2pm and 7pm, sometimes between 3pm and 6pm)** be sure you are in the middle land going over the bridge so you can exit to 51N as soon as you exit the tunnel. (Right lane traffic must turn right BEFORE you go through the tunnel when there are 3 arrows going across the bridge (and you don’t want to do that!)

If you have any problems, call Karen at 412-268-6716